MTU Ridge Roamers Climbing Wall Liability Release Form

Please Read and Sign for general safety precautions!!! ~Thanks

I, ____________________________, understand that regardless of the safety precautions used to protect the climbers at the MTU Ridge Roamers Indoor Climbing Wall (henceforth referred to as The Wall), climbing at The Wall is inherently dangerous, and I personally accept any and all responsibilities and consequences of my choice to climb at The Wall. I agree that if I have not received sufficient instruction to climb at The Wall, or do not feel comfortable with the safety precautions taken, then I should not participate in climbing at The Wall.

If you have read this paragraph, initial here ______

Any person using equipment owned by the MTU Ridge Roamers is personally responsible for obtaining the instruction for its correct use, for learning the proper safety techniques involved, for assuming all risks and accepts complete responsibility for any and all injuries of any kind and all losses and damages to equipment.

If you have read this paragraph, initial here ______

Any person using equipment owned by the MTU Ridge Roamers is personally responsible for the inspection of the equipment and is ultimately responsible for the performance of the equipment.

If you have read this paragraph, initial here ______

The MTU Ridge Roamers has students and faculty that have some experience in technical rock climbing, ice, snow, and wall climbing, and back country camping. These experiences do not imply that they are experts in any of these fields. If any person feels that they have not received sufficient instruction from our organization, we strongly recommend and encourage them not to participate in any activities until they have fulfilled their personal responsibility to obtain sufficient training.

If you have read this paragraph, initial here ______

I realize that the consequences of climbing at The Wall can include serious injury and even death. I, my dependents, relatives, friends, and creditors release Michigan Technological University, the MTU Ridge Roamers, and any officers or members of the aforementioned parties from liability for any equipment failure and/or injuries up to and including death resulting from climbing at The Wall.

If you have read this paragraph, initial here ______

Due to liability reasons, I understand that people who are not members of the MTU Ridge Roamers may not serve as belayers at The Wall, and I will not allow non-members to belay at The Wall. Any individual who violates this rule will lose the right to climb at The Wall.

If you have read this paragraph, initial here ______

I understand that in order to climb at The Wall again, I must join the MTU Ridge Roamers and fill out a member liability release form and pay my club dues. I also understand that this form is only valid on the aforementioned date.

If you have read this paragraph, initial here ______

I have read and understood all of the rules to climb at The Wall. I have read, understood, and accept all consequences of signing this form.

Signature (Of climber) _____________________________ Date ______________

Parent’s Name (If under 18 years old – printed) _____________________________ Date ______________

Parent’s Signature (If under 18 years old) _____________________________ Date ______________

*Climbers will be required to wear provided helmets unless helmet release is signed.

Helmet Release
I understand the risks and choose not to wear a helmet.

Signature (Of climber) _____________________________ Date ______________